Please look after this bear!

Should Paddington be allowed to stay in the UK?

produced by Kiri Tunks - East London
Is Paddington Bear...

• A migrant?
• A refugee?
• What is the difference?
• Does the difference matter?
Paddington Bear: the facts

He’s from Darkest Peru

He’s a cub

He has no money

His parents are dead

He has no papers

His home was destroyed in an earthquake

He stowed away illegally on a boat

He speaks English

His guardian is old and in a home for retired bears
Statelessness
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Should Paddington be allowed to stay in the UK?

**Team A: Yes!**

- Brainstorm ideas that support your case that Paddington should stay
- Add some details to your ideas
- Now, try and identify what arguments the opposition will use.
- How will you counter these ideas?

**Team B: No!**

- Brainstorm ideas that support your case that Paddington should be sent back to Peru
- Add some details to your ideas
- Now, try and identify what arguments the opposition will use.
- How will you counter these ideas?
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You have to leave your home. You may never return.

What 5 things would you pack?
MIGRATION
IS NOT A CRIME
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Links

London is the Place for me - calypso song from the film [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbGkuaZPbOU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbGkuaZPbOU)

This is what refugees are bringing (what would you pack?) [http://www.independent.co.uk/news/this-is-what-refugees-are-bringing-to-europe-10491496.html](http://www.independent.co.uk/news/this-is-what-refugees-are-bringing-to-europe-10491496.html)

Paddington Trailer – use this to run a second vote – do voters change when they ‘know’ the bear [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-d-V9jXYDE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-d-V9jXYDE)